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The 2011 Tohoku tsunami revealed Japan has repeated same mistakes in a long tsunami disaster history. After
the disaster Japanese remember many old lessons and materials: an oral traditional evacuation method ‘Tsunami
TENDENKO’ which is individual independent quick evacuation, a tsunami historical memorial stone “Don’t
construct houses below this stone to seaside” in Aneyoshi town Iwate prefecture, Namiwake-shrine naming from
the story of protect people from tsunami in Sendai city, and so on. Tohoku area has created various tsunami
historical cultures to descendent.
Tohoku area had not had a tsunami disaster for 50 years after the 1960 Chilean tsunami. The 2010 Chilean tsunami
damaged little fish industry. People gradually lost tsunami disaster awareness. At just the bad time the magnitude
(M) 9 scale earthquake attacked Tohoku. It was for our generations an inexperienced scale disaster. People did not
make use of the ancestor’s lessons to survive.
The 2004 Sumatra tsunami attacked just before 7 years ago. The magnitude scale is almost same as M 9 scale.
Why didn’t Tohoku people and Japanese tsunami experts make use of the lessons? Japanese has a character
outside Japan. This lesson shows it is difficult for human being to learn from other countries. As for Three mile
island accident case in US, it was same for Japan.
To addition to this, there are similar types of living lessons among different hazards. For examples, nuclear power
plantations problem occurred both the 2012 Hurricane Sandy in US and the 2011 Tohoku tsunami. Both local
people were not informed about the troubles though Oyster creek nuclear power station case in US did not proceed
seriously all. Tsunami and Hurricane are different hazard. Each exparts stick to their last.

1. It is difficult for human being to transfer living lessons through next generation over decades.
2. It is difficult for human being to forecast inexperienced events.
3. It is usually underestimated the danger because human being have a tendency to judge based on own experience.
4. It is difficult for human being to make use of lessons from different countries because human being would not
like to think own self suffer victim for a self-preservation mind.
5. It is usual for experts not to pay attention to other fields even if similar case occurs in different fields.

We started collecting 18 hazards of such historical living lessons all over the world before the 2011 To-
hoku tsunami. We adapted to this project collecting lessons from Tohoku tsunami and will publish for small
children in developing countries in March 2013. This will be translated in at least 10 languages. This disaster
lessons guide books are free. We will introduce some lessons in the presentations. We believe education is one
of useful countermeasures to prevent from repeating same mistakes and transfer directly living lessons to new
generations.


